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1.  Committee voted approval of regular distributions as well as $1,000 to Samaritan's Purse for 
Haiti Projects #013147 (earthquake relief) and also $500 to Todd and Jana Patterson (EFCA 
missionaries in Slovakia) for U.S. travel expenses. (These last two coming from 
Unforeseen)  NOTE: Much discussion was given to consideration of Hope for Haiti Foundation. 
 
2.Committee voted to have the Advent Offering again this year and NO Christmas Mission 
Market because of the rising COVID-19 cases in Mercer County. (We are already back to the 
levels we had in January.) Laura  will be working with Jacolyn to follow through with JAM for 
individual classes to work on Christmas projects as already designated. 

1. Kindergarten/grade 1    GC Food Pantry 
2. Grades 2/3    eduKenya 
3. Grades 4/5    Pattersons/Narnia School 
4. Middle School   Yasir (Sudan school) 
5. High School Guys    Harvest Bridge 
6. High School Girls    TBD 

The goal is to coordinate the Minute for Missions with what is going on with the kids so that 
everyone has the same focus, a great idea from Jacolyn. 
 
3. Special guests, Mark and Nancy Smith, our missionaries to Navajo in Arizona. Mark has 
"officially" retired but Nancy still works on administration online. Also, both are really still 
involved in some special projects, including VBS work and distribution of audio recordings of 
Navajo Bible. 
       
4.  Discussion of 2022 budget continued. Following discussion with Pastor Bill after the meeting 
to clarify the current situation, it became clear that not only did the Mission Committee 
function on a reduced budget of 85% for 2021, we could also have a reduced budget for 
2022.  (This would be $97,750.) Remember, it was an unusual year for the Committee in that 
we were given back the 15% we gave up from our 2020 budget so that we were able to be 
generous with Unforeseen shall be submitting a proposal to Dede that our budget be increased 
up to 90% ($103,500). Our budget, as you recall, is directly tied to the church budget which also 
has been reduced. 
 
5.  Amy Hoffman is doing Angel Tree this year with help from her small group. 
 


